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< In the future, a novel measurement
system will determine the geometry,
surface structure and vegetation
growth on tunnel constructions
simultaneously and at high speed.

GROUP LASER SCANNING

Tunnel vision: Sensor determines
condition of tunnel structures

C U T T I N G - E D G E T E C H N O L O G Y F O R T U N N E L I N S P E C T I O N : The geometry, wall surface
structure, vegetation growth and wall moisture in tunnels are inspected every five years. Today, static laser
scanners positioned at numerous points throughout a tunnel are predominantly used to measure geometries.
A small number of systems perform these measurements from mobile platforms, usually on manually-driven
inspection cars. Cracks and moisture are detected using cameras, while cavities are identified with a special
hammer. All existing methods are time-consuming and labor-intensive, and require full closure of the structure –
which has far-reaching economic consequences.

In the future, a laser-based multispectral sensor will be able to simultaneously identify the geometry, surface structure, moisture level and vegetation growth of tunnel constructions. This
system will determine all relevant parameters in a single measurement run at speeds of up to
80 km/h. As a result, it will be possible to perform inspection and maintenance of tunnels far
more efficiently and economically.
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A specially configured deflection unit was designed to meet the requirements of 360° scanning and multiwavelength measurements. This also
ensures that all eight laser beams are projected onto the tunnel wall
without distortion. This image shows an example of one beam.
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